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Abstract--The paper presents a new method of formulating and solving nonlinear periodic problems. The 
method is based on harmonic representation f each variable and explicit definitions of operations between 
these variables. The definition also includes analytical functions. The method is especially suitable for 
implementation i  computer codes. The use of the method reduces and simplifies the analytical and 
programming efforts associated with the solution of nonlinear periodic problems. In addition, the method 
makes it possible to obtain solutions with high harmonic resolution, without any additional effort. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Periodic problems appear very frequently in physical engineering problems. It is beyond the scope 
of this paper to review the relevant problem associated with periodic problems in the various fields. 
The interested reader can easily find the relevancy to his applications. 
The solution of linear period problems i  relatively simple since it is possible to superimpose the 
separate solutions for each harmonic. This kind of solution can be obtained by using one of the 
various classical methods like the frequency response method, the complex eigenvalue method or 
others (see for example Ref. [1]). 
The present paper will therefore concentrate on nonlinear periodic problems. Different analytical 
solutions of a limited number of nonlinear periodic problems, encountered in the theory of 
oscillations, can be found in Ref. [2]. Although the method of the present paper increases the 
efficiency and simplifies the application of these analytical solutions, its main purpose is to deal 
with generic forms of nonlinear periodic problems, where numerical approach is inevitable. 
Consequently, it is worth looking briefly into the most common approaches to such problems. 
The classical method of determining the response of nonlinear periodic problems (the steady state 
solution in the case of a dynamic problem) is based on applying "harmonic balance" of the 
governing equations ( ee for example Ref. [3]). In this method, the original unknowns are expressed 
by the Fourier series. Thus, the coefficients of the series become the problem unknowns. Following 
the substitution of the series in the governing equations, the requirement to satisfy each harmonic 
balance is applied. After very tedious derivations (even in the case of weak nonlinearity and low 
harmonic ontent), nonlinear algebraic equations are obtained and solved. 
Another method of solving nonlinear periodic problems is the "time integration" method (see 
for example Ref. [4]). This method is especially suitable for numerical schemes. In this method, 
the governing equations are usually reduced to a system of first order equations, which are 
integrated using various combinations of initial conditions (which are the unknowns in this case). 
The procedure is repeated until a periodic solution is achieved. 
A relatively new method is the "finite element in time" method [5], where the "time space" is 
divided into discrete lements while the behaviour within each element isdescribed by certain shape 
functions. The unknowns are the values at a priori chosen points (nodes). In order to assure 
periodic response, the values of the first and last nodes of each period are equated. 
It turns out that all the above mentioned methods can be formulated as a stationary nonlinear 
system of equations with stationary unknowns. The most important differences between the various 
methods of solution appear in the critical stage of the definition of the stationary unknowns and 
the formulation (of the governing equations) in terms of these unknowns. 
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In the following sections, a new approach which is based on the definition of harmonic variable 
and their mutual operations i described. The method will prove to be extremely simple and efficient 
in solving nonlinear periodic equations. 
2. HARMONIC VARIABLES 
2.1. Definition 
A harmonic variable is a real number, the value of which varies periodically. For the sake of 
convenience (and without loosing any generality), a normalization is applied such that the period 
is 2n. Each harmonic variable (F) is defined by an array of its Fourier coefficients (f0, f~p, f~p). f0 
is a real number while fop and f~p are arrays of real numbers of dimension q (i.e. p = 1 . . . .  , q) by 
themselves. The harmonic variable is obtained by applying the harmonic operator H as follows: 
q 
F = H(f0, f~p, f~p) = f0 + ~ fop cos(pqJ) + ~p sin(p~b). (1) 
p=l 
The variable ¢, may represent any dimension, yet the interpretation f ~, as nondimensional time 
seems to be the most common in periodic problems encountered in engineering applications. 
In what follows, harmonic variables and their coefficients will be described by upper and lower 
case letters, respectively, as shown by equation (1). 
Any real number, r, can be considered as a harmonic variable R, where r0 = r and all the other 
coefficients are zero. Similarly, the functions sin(nff) and cos(n~b) can be represented by the 
harmonic variables S and C, respectively, where all their coefficients are zero except ss. = 1 and 
co. = 1, respectively. 
Representation f other trigonometric functions, or combinations of those with real numbers, 
can be obtained by using mutual operations between the variables. This subject will be discussed 
later. 
2.2. Accuracy 
Being a finite number, the number of harmonics q [see equation (1)], represents in many cases 
the "truncation error" of harmonic variables that should (in general) be represented by an infinite 
series. To a fairly large extent, there is an analogy between the number of digits which are used 
to represent a real number and the number of harmonics used to represent a harmonic variable. 
Operations between harmonic variables which are described by a finite number of harmonics, 
tend to increase the overall number of the participating harmonics (additions and subtractions 
excluded). For example, the number of harmonics which are needed to represent the harmonic 
variable E, which is the result of multiplying two other harmonic variables F and G, is equal to 
the sum of harmonics used for representing F and G separately. Division usually results in infinite 
numbers of additional harmonics. The analogy of the above mentioned phenomena re clearly 
observed in real numbers. 
2.3. Basic operations 
Harmonic variables obey rules similar to those of real numbers. Operations between variables 
are based on their harmonic oefficients. Additions and subtractions of harmonic variables are 
trivial and are essentially based on adding or subtracting the coefficients of the identical harmonics. 
Consider the operation E = F + G. It is clear that 
e0 = f0 + go (2a) 
e~p = f~p _ g~p, (p = 1 . . . . .  q) (2b) 
esp=fsp+gsp , (p = 1 . . . . .  q). (2c) 
Multiplication is somewhat more complex. Still, it is possible to determine the coefficients of 
E( = F.  G) explicitly, as a function of the coefficients of F and G (based on trigonometric identities). 
For example, by carrying out this product for the case of q = 3, the following relations are 
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obtained: 
where 
eo 
ee~ 
ec~ 
esl 
es~ 
. es3 
fo 
£: 
A: 
. f~s 
(3) 
Ego 
1 
2g,, 
2ga 
2gss 
g~l g¢2 g¢3 gsl ga g~s 
2go + g~2 gel + gcs g~2 ga g~l + g~s g~. 
gel -~" g¢3 2go gel gs3 -- gsl 0 gsl 
g~ g~l 2go --g~ --g~l 0 
ge g~s--g~l --ga 2go--ga g~l--g~3 g¢2 
g~m + gs3 0 -g~l  gcl - -  gcs 2go g~l 
g~2 gsl 0 gee gel 2go 
(4) 
A similar symbolic form of the matrix [G] is obtained for any desired number of harmonics (q) 
using a special purpose computer code. 
The definition of division of harmonic variables is based on the multiplication operation 
definition. In this case, a system of equations is generated and solved, and the coefficients of the 
harmonic variable, resulting from the division of two harmonic variables, are explicitly expressed. 
Based on equation (3), the division operation (E = F/G), in the case of q --- 3, is formulated as 
ee2 
esl 
es2 
. es~ 
e0" ~f0 
ec,~ fc2 
= (5) 
follows: 
fsl  
~f~3 
In the next section, it will be shown that the division operation can also be expressed as an 
analytical function, using the addition and multiplication operations only (with no need to solve 
a system of equations). 
2.4. Analytical functions 
In this section, analytical functions of harmonic variables are discussed. These analytical 
functions result in new harmonic variables. Analytical functions are generated, similar to the case 
of real numbers, by expanding the functions as power series, using the above mentioned addition 
and multiplication operations. In the case of harmonic variables, the calculations' efficiency has 
been increased by utilizing Chebyshev polynomials (see for example Ref. [6]). These polynomials 
are known to be a very efficient form of power series (i.e. yielding the best accuracy for a given 
number of terms). 
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Any analytical function E(F) (where both E and F are harmonic variables), can be evaluated 
in some definite interval (with a certain definite error) using finite power series, namely: 
E = ~ aiF g, (6) 
i=0 
ai are real numbers and n is a finite integer. A typical example is the function E = sin(2rtF). Using 
a fifth-order Chebyshev power series gives an error smaller than 0.01, in the interval 0 < F < 1. 
As pointed out earlier, division can be considered as an analytical function (l/X) and thus can 
be expanded into a suitable power series. 
2.5. Differentiation 
Differentiation of a harmonic variable with respect o qs creates a derivative which is a harmonic 
variable by itself. Therefore, differentiation can be considered as an analytical function. It is easy 
to show that: 
c~"F 
- ( -  1) "+ ll2n( O, --P"fsp, P"fcp), (n = 1, 3, 5 . . . .  ) (7a) 
67," 
~3!k  = ( -  1)"/2H(0, p"f~p, p"f~p), (n = 2, 4, 6 . . . .  ). (7b) 
Differentiations with respect o another variable, x, is performed by differentiation of each 
coefficient separately, namely: 
~"iF H(~nSo O"Scp I~nSsp~ 
ax" - \ Ox"' Ox" ' ax" )" (8) 
It should be emphasized that any numerical method which is used for differentiation of real 
numbers, can also be applied here. Consider for example a numerical differentiation using a certain 
finite difference scheme. This differentiation can be applied directly to harmonic variables, (using 
the above mentioned additions and multiplication operations) and it can be described by the 
general formulation: 
3"F 1 x 
= ~ k~ I r(k, n)F(xo + Xk), (9) 
 x"lx=xo _ 
6 is a typical ength, Xk are intervals about x0 and r(k, n) are the weight coefficients associated with 
the specific finite difference scheme. 
2.6. Integration 
An integral of harmonic variable with respect o qJ is an analytical function (for continuous 
periodic problems), if the zero coefficient is excluded, namely: 
c is an integration constant (real number). 
Similar to differentiation, integration of harmonic variables with respect o any variable other 
than qs, results in harmonic variables. In general the following identity holds: 
fF dx = H(;fodx, ffq, dx, ;f~,dx)+ C, (11) 
where C is an integration "constant" which is a harmonic variable by itself (i.e. it is a function 
of ~0 only). 
Similar to differentiation, numerical integration can be carried out using any numerical 
procedure which is used for real functions integration, namely: 
F dx = ~ t(k)F(Xk), (12) 
k~l  
t(k) are weight coefficients of the integration scheme, in the interval a < x < b. 
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2. 7. Phase lag 
In many applications of time dependent periodic problems, the momentory behaviour depends 
on the "time history" behaviour of some of the variables (typical examples are unsteady 
aerodynamic theories). In such cases, it is useful to define a harmonic function E which, by 
operating on a harmonic variable F, mates  a harmonic variable which is identical to F, except 
for a phase lag (~b). E(F) is given by: 
E = H(f0, f~ cos ~b - f~p sin ~, fop sin qb + fsp COS q~). (13) 
3. APPLICATION TO APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 
The application of harmonic variables in approximate analytical solutions of nonlinear periodic 
problems will be discussed in this section. 
As stated earlier, the literature includes various methods of approximate solutions of nonlinear 
periodic problems, using different analytic techniques. Usually, it is possible to alSply these methods 
in cases where the nonlinearity is small. Consider for example the following general form of 
equations: 
"2 + k2z = #F(d/, z, ~, #)  + G(~,), (14) 
k and # are parameters (k is not an integer). F(~, z, ~,/~) is an analytic function of its arguments 
and both F and G are periodic in ~, with a period of 2n. It is possible to show (see for example 
Ref. [2]) that for small values of #, z can be approximated using a series solution of the form 
z(~,) = z0(¢,) + ~z, (~) + ~2z2(~) +. . - ,  (15) 
where z0 is the generating solution [i.e. the solution of equation (14) for # = 0], and zi, z2 . . . .  are 
periodic function which are the solution of the following differential equations: 
"2i + k2zi = F(°, (16) 
F (° are functions of z~, z2 . . . . .  z~_ i and are obtained by substituting equation (15) into equation 
(14) and equating coefficients of like powers of #. Once the functions F ~0 are evaluated it is clear 
that 
z, = n~-~- ,  k~Z p2, k iZ  p ]. (17) 
The complexity of the functions F (° depends of course on the complexity of the function F. As 
will be shown in what follows the functions F °~ are extremely complex even for very simple forms 
of F. On the other hand, using the present method and representing zi and F °~ as harmonic 
variables, enables simple evaluation of F (° even for a highly nonlinear behaviour while still 
demanding a high harmonic ontent. 
In order to demonstrate he simplicity and the efficiency of the present method, a simple example 
of a single nonlinear periodic equation is presented. 
Consider the known differential equation of a Van der Pol oscillator (which is a special case of 
equation (14)--see for example Ref. [2]) with a forcing term: 
+ kEg ---- #(1 - z2)~ + 2 sin ~,. (18) 
This equation is frequently encountered in engineering applications and therefore is suitable for 
representing the application of the present method. 
In this case the functions F ~0 [see equation (16)] are given by: 
F (°) = 2 sin ~; 
F ") = (1 - z02)~o, 
~2) =. (1 - z2)$1 - 2g0gl~0; 
F °) = (1 -- z2)~2 -- 2ZoZl~l -- (2Z0Z2 + Z2)~0; 
F ~4) = (1 -- z2)~3 -- 2ZoZlt2 -- (2z0z2 + z2)~l -- (2z0z3 + 2zlz2)~0; 
F °) = (1 -- Zo2).~4 - 2ZoZl.~3 - -  (2ZoZ2 + Z 12)Z2 - -  (2Z0Z3 + 2zt z2)-~l -- (2ZoZ4 + 2Z 12' 3 "1" 2"2 )Z0; (19) 
C.A.M.W.A. 15/I --E 
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One should solve equations (16) and (19) in a successive manner. First z0 is found by solving the 
first equation. Then z0 is substituted into the second equation (including differentiation) and z] is 
found. This procedure is repeated as required. 
Considering the general harmonic nature of zi, it is clear that this method is too tedious and 
complex even in a case where the nonlinear part is very simple (like in the present example). One 
can imagine the complexity in cases where the nonlinear part contains higher nonlinearities, higher 
derivatives, integrations, etc. On the other hand, using the present method and representing z~ as 
harmonic variables, enables one to carry out the operations in equations (19) as if zi were real 
numbers. This approach simplifies the procedure of evaluating z~ and F (° dramatically. Carrying 
out these operations (for k 2 = 1.5, 2 = 2) yields 
z0 = 4 sin ~b 
z~ = -24  cos ~, - 2.133 cos 3~k 
_72 ~ -  - -  126.9 sin ~ -- 32.43 sin 3~b - 1.816 sin 5~, 
z3 = 1568 cos ~b + 345.6 cos 3~k + 45.71 cos 5~k + 1.741 cos 7~b (20) 
Substitution of zi into equation (15) yields: 
z(~b) = (4 - 126.9# 2 +" "') sin ~k + (-24/~ + 1568# 3+'"  ") cos ~b 
+ ( -32.43# 2 +. .  -) sin 3~b + ( -2 .133# + 345.6# 3 + ' "  ") cos 3~b 
+(-1 .816/~2+ ...)sin5~k +(45.71/~3+ "" .)cos5~b +. - ' .  (21) 
Fig. 
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Fig. 2. Numerical solutions of equation (l 8) for high va lues  
of  p (k  2 = 1.5, ~. = 2). 
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The behaviour of the first harmonics (according to an approximation using three terms z l . . .  z3), 
as function of ~ is described by the dashed line in Figs l(a) and (b). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
The present section, will describe acombination of using harmonic variables with the "harmonic 
balance" method (that was discussed earlier), yielding a powerful and simple to use numerical tool 
for analysing generic forms of nonlinear periodic problems. For the sake of convenience, the 
discussion will concentrate on time dependent periodic problems (vibration type problems). 
For that purpose, it is worthwhile to start with a brief review of the solution technique behind 
modern nonlinear numerical solvers. 
Consider an algebraic nonlinear system of equations: 
hk(X, . . . .  , x,)  -- hk(~) = 0, (k = 1 . . . . .  n), (22) 
is a vector of independent unknowns, while hk represents a nonlinear operator. Any general 
purpose numerical solver is based on two main components. The first component, includes the 
solution algorithm (Newton-Raphson method, various relaxation methods, quasilinearized iter- 
ations method, etc.--see for example Ref. [7]). This component yields the desired solution after 
substituting different rial vectors of unknowns in the second component. The latter is responsible 
for the evaluation of the functionals hk (for any ~). It turns out that while using such a nonlinear 
solution procedure (which can be found in various numerical software packages--for example Ref. 
[8]), the user's responsibility includes two main tasks. First he has to define the stationary unknowns 
vector (~). The second task includes the evaluation of an appropriate procedure that will enable 
the calculation of the functions hk for any given vector ~. 
So far, carrying out these stages while using the "harmonic balance" method, has been simple 
in principle but required a significant analytical (and programing) effort, which is known to be 
enormous in the case of highly nonlinear equations and a high harmonic ontent. However, the 
same method seems to be very promising if harmonic variables are used. In this case, the unknowns 
are defined as harmonic variables. Carrying out the operations between these harmonic variables, 
yields the calculation of the functions hk as  harmonic variables as well. As a result, the nonlinear 
solver task is to determine the independent harmonic variables that will cause the vanishing of the 
functional hk. Consequently, the equations are simply listed in the computer code without any 
additional derivations or adaptations. 
Practically, once the accuracy (q) of the harmonic variables has been defined, this method eals 
with the periodicity by its definition. Moreover, increasing the number of harmonics does not cause 
any change in the analytic derivation (or in the computer code). There is only a change in the 
number of harmonics which are used to describe ach harmonic variable, and in the number of 
the (automatically generated) number of equations, which have to be solved. The harmonic 
resolution is therefore kept throughout the solution process, and it is possible to carry out a 
convergence study in order to determine the required harmonic ontent of the solution. In addition, 
the periodicity parameter (~,) has a minimal role in this formulation, and the analytical as well as 
the programing efforts are reduced and become quivalent to those which are associated with the 
solution of similar steady problems. 
As mentioned earlier, the numerical solution while using the present method, requires only the 
listing of the equations in the computer code. A FORTRAN code for solving equation (18) based 
on the present method, is shown in the Appendix. As can be seen, the FORTRAN code is 
"identical" to equation (18) where no special steps are taken to account for the periodic behaviour 
of the solution, and no further adaptation (analytical or numerical) is needed. Technical details 
about the coding while using harmonic variables are also given in the Appendix. 
The results of the numerical solution are shown in Figs l(a) and (b) by the solid line. As can 
be seen, in spite of its complexity, the approximate analytical solution (the dashed lines) can be 
used only up to g = 0.05. On the other hand, using the present proposed numerical method, offers 
a solution technique of highly nonlinear equations while the analytic and programing efforts are 
minimal. The behaviour of the first harmonics for a range of high values of # are shown in Figs 
2(a) and (b). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
A new approach to the formulation and solution of periodic problems has been presented. The 
method is based on the definition of harmonic variables and their mutual operations. The method 
enables simple analytic formulation, and straight forward computer coding, even for highly 
nonlinear equations with high harmonic behaviour. In addition, the method serves as a tool for 
evaluating analytical approximations. The periodic nature of the problem does not appear explicitly 
in the analytic formulation or in the computer code. Consequently, the numerical code is 
"identical" to the original analytical equations and therefore the chance for any coding errors is 
minimized. In addition, and in contrast o other methods, the present method makes it possible 
to obtain solutions having high harmonic resolution without any additional analytic or programing 
effort. 
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APPENDIX  
Harmonic variables are perfectly suitable for implementation i  numerical analysis codes. For that purpose, a "'super 
compiler" has been written. This complier is essentially a code, that converts a FORTRAN code that was written using 
harmonic variables, into a standard FORTRAN code. Practically, each harmonic variable, is converted into an array of 
real numbers according to the specified accuracy (q). Operations between variables are carried out by appropriate 
subroutines. These subroutines were developed according to the guidelines that were described in Section 2, with an effort 
to minimize their execution time. As far as the user is concerned, the basic functions and operations (additions, 
multiplications, trigonometric functions, etc.) are written in a standard form. Part of the special purpose commands which 
were created for harmonic variables are summarized in Table A.1. In this table, A and B are harmonic variables, n and 
q are integers and all the other parameters are real numbers. 
Table A.I. Part of the special purpose commands associated with harmonic 
variables 
Command Operation Comments 
CALL 1NPUTC(n, b, A) a m = b 0 ~< n ~< q 
CALL INPUTS(n, b, A) ash = b I ~< n ~< q 
b = COEFFC(n, A) b = acn 0 ~< n ~< q 
b = COEFFS(n, A ) b = ash l ~< n ~< q 
0B 
A = DOT(B) .4 = - -  
O2B 
A = DOUBLEDOT(B) A = 0~b~ 
CALL ZERO(A) a o = acp = asp = 0 p = I . . . . .  q 
Figure A.I is the schematic FORTRAN code of the example given in Section 4. The nonlinear solver (denoted "SOLVER" in this code), 
is based on the nonlinear solver ZSPOW (see Ref. [8] for details). This solver transfers the harmonic variables into a real numbers vector, 
calls the ZSPOW routine and transfers its output vectors back to harmonics variables form. 
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Main program. 
HARMONIC Z 
Zero in i t ia l  conditions. 
CALL ZERO(Z) 
Calling the nonlinear solver. 
CALL SOLVER(Z) 
Printing output (Z). 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE EOUATIONS(Z,RESIDUAL) 
REAL KSOUARE,LAMBDA,MU 
HARMONIC Z,SINE,RESIDUAL 
KSQUARE=I.5 
LAMBDA=2. 
MU=0.5 
Establishing SINE as harmonic variable (=SIN(PSAII). 
CALL ZERO(SINE) 
CALL INPUTS(1,1.,SINE) 
Listing of Eq.(18). 
RESIDUAL=DOUBLEDOT(ZI+KSQUARE*Z-MU*(I.-Z*Z)*DOT(Z)-LAMBDA*SINE 
RETURN 
END 
H 
Fig. A.1. FORTRAN code for solving equation (18). 
